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Abstract: Surgical guidance and diagnostics by diffuse optical imaging using micro camera16

technology at the tip endoscopic probes have the potential to act as intra-operative supportive17

tools for clinicians. Micro camera probes need to address undesirable specular reflections in18

order to be clinically relevant. In this work we overcome specular reflections caused by the glossy19

uneven tissue surface. We adapt and compare two techniques for miniaturised probes designed20

to view tissue. Two camera probes are developed using different modalities to remove these21

surface reflections, with line-of-sight to further miniaturisation. 1) The multi-flash technique22

illuminates the sample from four different positions, causing a shift in reflections which is filtered23

out in a post processing image reconstruction step. 2) The cross polarisation technique integrates24

orthogonal polarisers on to the tip of the illumination fibres and camera, respectively, to filter out25

the polarisation maintaining reflections. These form part of an imaging system that is capable26

of rapid image acquisition using different illumination wavelengths. The system is validated27

on tissue mimicking phantoms with high surface reflection, as well as excised human breast28

tissue. It is demonstrated that both methods effectively remove the specular reflections, revealing29

previously hidden underlying information. The methods demonstrate two effective options for30

improving image quality in miniaturised systems, for human and machine observers, in a surgical31

setting.32
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1. Introduction34

In a clinical setting, bio-photonic techniques play a role as complementary methods which35

can increase the breadth of diagnostic options, with quick turnaround spot testing that can aid36

clinical decisions. Gathering data for evidence-informed decisions, in particular in a fast paced37

medical environment, can be in competition with acquisition time and the volume of potential38

data available. Therefore evidence should be available quickly when and where it is needed and39

be relevant to the task performed [1, 2]. In vivo diagnostic imaging methods such as diffuse40

optical imaging [3,4], diffuse reflectance spectroscopy [5–8], fluorescence imaging [6,9], optical41

coherence tomography [10] and in vivo microscopy [11] are being seeing continual development42

as medical diagnostic techniques. Applications range across medical disciplines, from screening,43

to tumour margin detection and surgical guidance, and many techniques have been adapted into44
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medical devices seeing real world use. In order to fit into the clinical workflow these technologies45

are now being integrated into handheld or endoscope based imaging probes, paving the way46

for their introduction into clinical settings. Such integrated sensorised probes are usually either47

fibre [12–14] or camera [15, 16] based. For example, camera based hyperspectral imaging probe,48

as well as camera based surgical pen type fluorescence probes for diagnosing tumour status, are49

being researched. Currently, different imaging probes are being researched for usability in tumor50

imaging [17] and fluorescence guided surgery [5]. Breast cancer is an example where handheld51

probes have suggested use cases [18]. The development of sub-mm sized micro cameras such as52

the AMS NanEye device offers a promising platform for small footprint medical imaging and53

work to develop applications is ongoing [19,20]. The main advantage of a camera on the tip of an54

endoscopic probe is in providing flexibility for the user. Such a device can aid and complement55

decision making by potentially acting as the sensor as well as providing a guidance image.56

Due to variations in camera light sensitivity and frequent operation in dark environments in57

the body, medical imaging probes require external illumination. The ability to deliver various58

wavelengths to the target, for targeting specific bio-markers, controlling penetration depth, and59

multi and hyper-spectral imaging applications are of interest for tissue imaging. Illumination is60

often provided by means of distally mounted LEDs, or in the case of this paper using optical61

fibres. The use of a point sources for illumination causes specular reflections. These reflections62

are direct reflections from the surface and preserve the polarisation of the illumination source.63

The glossy and smooth tissue surface and clinical lighting environment lead to large specular64

reflections, which can obstruct vision in particular in the most popular feature analysis domain,65

that of a colour [21].66

Because of the necessity to provide clear data to clinicians and image processing algorithms,67

the image should be free from such undesirable artefacts. Additionally, a pixel saturated by68

specular reflection retracts from the information available in that area, and underlying features69

that may be of interest become unavailable for viewing. Image processing algorithms in particular70

may produce errors in algorithms that segment and detect shapes [22]. Therefore minimising or71

eliminating the effects of specular reflections should be a priority for image based probes. A72

number of techniques to remove specular reflections exist [23]. These are either software or73

hardware based. One such multiple image based approach uses multiple illumination points74

to shift the specular reflections in subsequent images of a scene. This allows for a mixed75

software and hardware based approach which eliminates overlapping and partially overlapping76

reflections [24, 25]. This multi-flash approach collects more light and does not require expensive77

filters. A purely hardware based approach uses linear polarisers in an orthogonal, or crossed,78

arrangement, to remove specular reflections. This is a well-known technique that has seen wide79

commercial adoption in professional photography and eye wear. It has also seen use in removal80

corrupting glare from hyperspectral images [26] and been shown to have application in medical81

tissue images [4, 12]. The deterioration of polarisation state occurs rapidly in tissue due to82

multi-scattering events. Orthogonal polarization imaging uses the fact that direct reflections as83

well as single scattering events are polarisation maintaining [27]. However, as light propagates84

through tissue and enough scattering events take place the polarisation state is lost. The rate85

of loss is dependent on the polarisation state of the incident light. The background theory and86

further details on de-polarisation of light in tissue is well described in the literature [28–32]. By87

linearly polarising the incoming light, while detecting with an orthogonal polariser, the diffusely88

reflected component of the light can effectively be filtered.89

The objective of this work is study these aspects of diagnostic potential to guide developments90

that can provide the clinician with tools for rapid imaging and decision making, with line of sight91

to diagnostics, by developing a micro camera based platform that is capable of overcoming the92

challenges of specular reflections. There has not been any clear study to determine which of93

these two techniques is better for tissue imaging to reduce specular reflection. The importance of94



specular reflection removal to fully image subsurface structures in optical diagnostic imaging,95

and the depth dependence of this imaging has not been studied.96

Scope for miniaturisation is desirable, as well as the possibility to extend device capability into97

other domains aside from traditional imaging, such as sensing. This means delivery of multiple98

wavelengths and fibre connectivity to enable multi-modality. In this paper, the groundwork for a99

clinical imaging system is presented. Two imaging probes with fundamentally different specular100

reflection removal techniques are presented in the context of clinical tissue images. Images of101

phantoms and tissue are acquired, and both specular reflection removal methods are demonstrated102

to effectively preserve information from pixels that were saturated by specular reflection. An103

analysis of imaging depth vs illumination wavelength for different techniques is performed. A104

light source capable of custom variable illumination is used for illumination and a control code105

ensures rapid data acquisition. The ability to image using microcameras through diced polarisers106

is demonstrated.107

2. Materials and Methods108

2.1. Multi-flash illumination micro-imager probe109

A schematic of the experimental imaging probe is shown in Figure 1. A 1.0x1.0 mm2 AMS110

NanEYE RGB micro-camera, with field-of-view (FOV) 90°and F# 2.7, is integrated into a111

3D printed handheld imaging probe. Four, 0.5 NA, 400 `m core diameter illumination fibres112

(Thorlabs FP400ERT) are positioned concentrically around the camera, at a distance of 2.4 mm,113

to provide uniform illumination with the intention of maximising the illuminated FOV of the114

camera sensor from each fibre position. This arrangement also allows for further miniaturisation.115

The illumination fibres are separated to ensure overlap between the emitted light cones, both116

for maximising illumination power in the case of all four fibres being used for illumination117

and ensuring that the multi-flash algorithm functions correctly by shifting the light cone with118

subsequent flashes.119

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement for the multi-flash
measurements and close up view of the multi-flash probe showing central camera sensor
and concentrically arranged illumination fibres.



The optical fibres allow light to be delivered to the sample from four slightly offset illumination120

locations. A shift in specular surface reflections can thereby be induced which can later be low121

pass filtered in post processing eliminating the more intense surface reflections. A one-to-four122

optical switch (Leoni mol 1x4) allows for quick switching between illumination fibres, minimising123

effects of movement by allowing for acquisition times of under half a second limited by the124

synchronisation with the frame grabber. The system is controlled using a LabView (National125

Instruments, Austin, Texas) based control software. Multiflash images were analysed using a126

multiflash algorithm [24, 25] and reconstructed using a MATLAB v2021a (Mathworks, Natick,127

Massachusetts) code and poisson image reconstruction based on a sine transform [33–35]. The128

small shift in the location of the specular reflections was used to eliminate the reflections from the129

image. The choice of fibre to illuminate allows additional flexibility in illumination wavelength130

choice.131

2.2. Orthogonal-polarisation micro-imager probe132

The cross-polarised version of the probe incorporates the same physical design as the multi-flash133

probe. High quality, glass substrate, linear polarisers, selected for high transmission and contrast134

across the visible and near-infrared (NIR), with average transmission in the visible of 90% and135

up and a contrast ratio of 1500 at 650 nm (MoxTek RCV8N2EC) were mechanically diced to 2.0136

mm square and mounted in front of the camera sensor and the optical fibres. The orientation of137

the polarisers was such that orthogonal polarisation was achieved between the camera and each138

illuminating fibre. The polarisers were cut using a mechanical silicon wafer dicing machine, and139

their size was chosen to be the maximal permissible size given the desired probe dimensions.140

The dicing saw was used to partially cut through the glass, and the small components could then141

be separated from the bulk by carefully cracking them off. We have since achieved a dice of142

0.50x0.50 mm enabling further miniaturisation.143



Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement for the cross polarisation
measurement and close up view of the polariser probe showing central camera sensor
and concentrically arranged illumination fibres, each with small diced glass polariser
mounted in front. The polarisers on the camera and image fibres respectively are
orthogonally to one another.

The experimental set up along with a close up view of the tip of the probe, showing the UV144

glued polarisers is shown in Figure 2 above. In this probe illumination is delivered through each145

of the four fibres simultaneously. Therefore the optical switch is not required when utilising this146

set up. The use of four fibres simultaneously also allowed for a good illumination profile, which,147

given adequate light intensity and coupling on the back-end, overcomes some of the losses due to148

the polarisers.149

2.3. Light source and portable set up150

Illumination was delivered using a custom built, portable, fibre coupled multi-LED light source,151

designed and built in house. This work will be published separately. The source is capable152

of illuminating with five different wavelenghts from 400 nm to 940 nm. Wavelengths were153

selected to allow for the reconstruction of white light using a combination of red (660 nm -154

Thorlabs M660D2), green (540 nm - Thorlabs M530D3), and blue (450 nm - Thorlabs M450D3)155

wavelengths. Two NIR wavelengths were also selected to provide deeper penetration depth156

in tissue. These were at 850 nm (Thorlabs M850D2) and 940 nm (Thorlabs M940D2). The157

LEDs are coupled into a single optical fibre using an arrangement of dichroic mirrors. This158

results in a fibre coupled source which can be used plug and play style which either of the two159

aforementioned measurement configurations. The wavelengths choices are adaptable and can be160

adjusted depending on application.161



Fig. 3. Entire clinical trolley with light source and optical switch (yellow), power supply
and data acquisition box (red), and camera probe with sample holder (green).

The entire apparatus is mounted on a movable trolley as shown in Figure 3. This allows the162

system to be portable and easily transported between lab and operating theatre. The probes can163

be swapped by simply plugging them in to the LED source. The probes themselves can be used164

freehand or mounted in a fixed position above a sample. The laptop allows for near real-time165

data acquisition and control, with the camera data being parsed through a custom made readout166

board (BAP Image Systems) which interfaces with LabView.167

2.4. Ex-vivo validation168

2.4.1. Tissue mimicking phantoms169

The primary goal was to verify the specular reflection removal techniques on a highly reflecting170

standard. Tissue mimicking phantoms (BioPixS0020 by BioPixS, Ireland), with well-defined171

scattering and absorption values to match the optical properties of human tissue, were used to172

verify functionality of both probes. The phantoms consist of a base phantom and a number of173

top layer phantoms. These can be combined together to create range of multilayer phantoms with174

different top layer thickness while the air gap in eliminated due to the phantom design to avoid175

optical boundary effects. Well defined layers of depth 0.50 mm, 1.0 mm, and 2.0 mm, allowed176

also for a verification of feature detection at different imaging depths with both probes. This177

is of particular interest when using near infra-red illumination which has a deeper penetration178

depth. The phantoms present a glossy surface and contain embedded features of hydroxyapatite179

of 1 mm diameter. The phantoms therefore allow a deliberate challenging of specular reflections,180

presenting even more significant surface reflections than what can be expected from real biological181

tissue. They allow for repeatability and unlike tissue samples do not dry out. The hydroxyapatite182

particles were used to mimic a feature of interest to a clinician, who may be looking to detect183

abnormalities embedded in tissue. Hydroxyapatite is similar to human hard tissue and a suitable184

analogue to mimic imaging of cardiovascular plaque, for example.185



Fig. 4. Image of base layer of the tissue mimicking phantom developed for this study,
with a close up view of the 1.0 mm features imaged in this work.

2.5. Ex-vivo human tissue imaging186

To validate this system on tissue image of breast slices after breast conserving surgery were187

acquired. The glossy surface of breast specimens were used to test the capacities of the system188

on human tissue. Images of excised human breast tissue were acquired using the aforementioned189

probes as part of a post-operative pathological workflow. An image of the clinical set up used to190

image excised tissue samples is shown in Figure 8. The tissue samples were imaged using both191

the multi-flash capable probe as well as the polariser probe. Regions of interest on the tissue192

samples were selected, and subsequently imaged.193

3. Results194

3.1. Ex-vivo validation: Phantom Images195

The performance of the multi-flash algorithm as well as cross polarisation imaging was validated196

in the laboratory before introduction of the devices into a clinical settings. Images of phantoms197

captured using both probes are presented in this section using different illumination wavelengths198

and phantom depths. The reconstruction algorithm for the multi-flash method was also validated.199



Fig. 5. Four separately illuminated white light images of the same site on the phantom
from different illumination locations (a-d) and the reconstructed output of the multi-flash
specular reflection reduction algorithm (e).

Figure 5 shows an example of the multi-flash system’s image outputs. Each illumination fibre200

sequentially illuminates the sample, in this case a bare tissue phantom. The four images that are201

generated can be seen in Figures 5 (a-d) where it is clear that the illumination pattern changes202

as the scene is illuminated from slightly different positions. The specular reflections present203

themselves as very bright areas in the center of the illuminated area, where the detector saturates204

and the hydroxyapetite features are not discernible. The specular reflection shift can also be seen205

in each of the four images where the saturated region is observed in a different location of the206

sample. Figure 5 (e) shows the reconstructed output of those four images. The bright saturation207

due to direct surface reflections is filtered out and the margins of the features are visible once208

again. The reconstruction error of this method was examined by feeding four identical images209

into the reconstruction algorithm and analysing the differences. This error in the reconstruction210

was found to be of the order of 10−10.211

To further explore the reconstruction in terms of wavelength and depth, multi-flash images212

are presented in Figure 6 below, where the features embedded in the multi-layer phantom are213

imaged at different imaging depths and using wavelengths from the blue to the NIR. The probes214

were fixed 8 mm above the sample, and images were captured at a range of imaging intensities,215

with the best ones for inspection being selected. A similar procedure takes place in clinical216

situations when examining tissue samples, where the clinician will adjust the system settings217

until an adequate image is generated.218



Fig. 6. Uncorrected images of tissue mimicking phantoms with embedded features
shown under white illumination in the first row. Reconstructed multi-flash images
of tissue mimicking phantoms at different imaging depths and different illumination
wavelengths shown below.



The first row of images displays images under white light illumination that have not been corrected219

for specular reflections. Very strong surface reflections saturate the pixels and the margins of the220

features are no longer distinguishable. The second row of white light illuminated images shows221

the traditional guidance image (illuminated using white light) corrected for specular reflections222

using the multi-flash post processing approach, and the hydroxyapatite crystal features can now223

be clearly distinguished. In the following rows multi-flash corrected images are shown for the224

other illumination wavelenghts used. The measurement depth is varied using the multi-layer225

phantom by adding the corresponding layer on top of the bare tissue phantom. It is observed that226

as the thickness of the phantom above the feature increases the features become less discernible.227

The longer wavelengths can be seen to penetrate deeper into the tissue mimicking phantom and228

features are more clearly seen. Note that the illumination intensity is selected such that the229

features are the most visible to a human observer, hence the apparently decrease in brightness230

under the 660 nm illumination as depth increases. Higher intensity illumination here saturated231

the image too much, making it impossible to discern features especially when the light is already232

highly scattered. Increasing wavelengths clearly allows for observation of features at greater233

depth. The 940 nm illumination allows features under 2.0 mm of phantom layers to be resolved,234

although there is some blurring observed at this depth due to scattering. In all cases surface235

reflections are effectively removed from the image, revealing underlying information.236



Fig. 7. Cross polarised images of tissue mimicking phantoms at different imaging
depths and different illumination wavelengths. Note the four bright spots that are visible
on most of the images are direct reflections from the four illumination fibres. The
surface of the phantom is very flat and reflective and the polarisers fail to filter out
these brightest spots.

The same measurement procedure was repeated for the cross-polarised imaging probe in Figure 7.237

Similar to the multi-flash probe, the longer wavelengths penetrate deeper into the phantom. A238

comparison of the 940 nm wavelength suggests the ability to resolve features slightly better than239

the multi-flash probe at this NIR wavelength. Additionally the boundaries of the features appear240

more well defined under all illumination wavelengths. The fibre reflections can be seen in the241



images captured using the cross polarised probe and will be discussed later. These always appear242

at the same location.243

3.2. Ex-vivo human tissue imaging244

To demonstrate the clinical value of the proposed solutions, excised human breast tissue was245

imaged. Figure 8 shows a comparison between a camera image with single fibre illumination, the246

reconstructed multi-flash image, and the cross polarised image, respectively. It is an example247

of a typical clinical imaging target. Both the multi-flash reconstruction as well as the cross248

polarisation effectively eliminate the specular component of the reflected light. In both cases249

only the diffuse component remains providing a blemish free image that presents the information250

of the surface and underlying features.251

Fig. 8. Human breast tissue images with a showing a) single fibre illumination with
no polarisation, b) reconstructed image after multi-flash post processing, and c) cross
polarisation imaging.

The same location is imaged using white light and NIR illumination. In the white image a set of252

grey blue dots can be seen in the top left quadrant of the image. Specular reflection is clearly seen253

in the first set of images where the sample is only illuminated without any specular reduction254

method using a single fibre source. Here the glossy tissue surface is obscuring the view of the255

underlying morphology of the tissue. In the next two sets of images it is clear that both the256

multi-flash corrected image and the cross-polarised image have effectively removed the specular257

reflection and revealed previously obscured underlying information. Under both illumination258

types, white and NIR, the cross polarised image appears brighter here due to the intensity choice259

in the multi-flash image that returns the best result. A balance is struck between illumination260

intensity and output image quality, in particular in the algorithmic specular reflection removal261

approach. Both methods show excellent image quality and colour reproduction. This has been262

validated with many measurements on human tissue beyond the selection selection shown here,263



with further publications to follow.264

4. Discussion265

The results of cross polarised imaging, as well as multi-flash imaging, using micro-cameras, of266

phantom test targets and human tissue demonstrate two effective methods for removing surface267

reflections. The orthogonal polariser imager rejects the polarisation maintaining direct reflections,268

from the glossy tissue surfaces. Imaging into the tissue by collecting only multiple-scattered269

light is thereby achieved. Similarly, the multi-flash imaging probe shifts the specular reflections270

as illumination strikes the surface from different positions. These shifts in specular reflections271

can be filtered out and the image below can be reconstructed. Important to note is that the272

two methods fundamentally interrogate different physical properteries of reflected light. The273

multi-flash approach effectively samples all polarisation states, whereas the polarimetry approach274

only samples multiple-scattered light. This should be considered when choosing a technique.275

While the polarisers provide a solution that is free from post processing it is limited by the276

dimensional constraints of the dicing process and the specifications of the polarisers. This in277

turn bounds the minimum dimensions of any potential device. An alternative option may be278

to deposit or grow polarisers directly onto fibre tips and sensor to drive the footprint down279

further. For the multi-flash approach the dimensions are bounded by the requirement to have four280

illuminating fibres, and the illumination cone overlap condition, as well as the illumination profile281

in combination with the camera. From a clinical compliance standpoint, the images from the282

polariser based solution are more desirable. For real-time imaging and intraoperative scanning283

across tissue the cross polarisation probe is preferred as there is no requirement to keep the probe284

and tissue static during image acquisition. Currently the multi-flash approach can acquire images285

in approximately 0.20 s with the synchronisation of image acquisition with the optical switch286

being the made bottleneck. With a faster camera and a synched rapidly switching optical switch,287

however, these limitations could be mitigated in the future.288

Illumination pattern is important so that the FOV of the camera is fully illuminated. Illuminating289

with four fibres simultaneously, provides amore even illumination pattern that covers a greater area290

of the FOV of the camera. More illumination intensity is easily provided using the illumination291

system. By using more powerful light sources, any intensity problems should be eliminated292

entirely. Fibre selection is ideally large diameter and high numerical aperture, however this293

can be supplemented with lens design. Important in all cases is illuminating much of the FOV294

as possible and therefore the cameras are selected with a low FOV to allow for a maximum295

illuminated area. Additionally the lower FOV micro cameras were selected due to the reduced296

barrel distortion observed on the graded-index lens camera cube package. This becomes more297

challenging when reducing footprint and trade-offs in illuminated area and illumination pattern298

must be made with cost. For multi-flash imaging correct overlap of the light cones is an additional299

consideration so that as much area as possible is illuminated by each fibre position, ensuring that300

any areas with specular reflections have a shift in reflection.301

Micro cameras typically provide good magnification, and the FOV in these images is of the302

order of 10.0 mm. This is a positive aspect, given sufficient spatial resolution and pixel count,303

when looking for small features in tissue. However, it can become a negative when scanning304

a larger region of tissue is necessary. One of the main limitations of micro camera endoscopy305

systems is the number of available pixels. In colour cameras, only a fraction of the pixels are306

active in each spectral band. This becomes more of a problem when using the pixels not just307

for guidance but for diagnostic measurement. Using a monochrome camera can help resolve308

this, as now all pixels are sensitive to a broadband visible and NIR illumination. This, in turn,309

increases the spatial resolution of our sensor for each of the colour bands. These colour bands can310

then be delivered sequentially using the aforementioned illumination system, or if desired laser311

illumination [36], again limited by motion of the probe or tissue in relation to acquisition time.312



The ex vivo results obtained using this system demonstrates the efficacy of both specular313

reflection removal approaches when imaging human tissue. Figure 8 shows effective elimination314

of specular reflections in both modalities, with the features on the tissue surface now discernible.315

Figures 6 and 7 present depth measurements of embedded features in multi-layer phantoms. In316

Figure 7 the cross polarised system fails to eliminate all of the specular reflections, as bright317

hot spots can be seen in almost all the images but in particular the white and NIR illuminated318

images. These are reflections from the illuminating fibres, which are not fully eliminated due to319

the limitations in the polarisation system. A number of possible effects should be considered.320

The first is that of the performance limitations of the polarisers leading to not all the incident321

and collected light being completely cross polarised. The second effect is likely an angular322

effect where when using a large NA camera objective, different pixels will be looking at the323

surface under different angles. The polarisation of the specular reflection from the surface will324

be parallel to the surface everywhere. Hence, depending on the location on the surface, the325

specular reflection reaching the camera will have a slightly different angle with the polarisation326

filter in the camera for each pixel. On average these align to be zero, but there will be a range327

of angles where transmission is non-zero. This likely reduces the overall performance of the328

system however in the case of the hotspots remaining in the same location the contribution is329

primarily that of contrast in the polarisers. The diffuse reflection is an order of magnitude lower330

than the specular reflection from the surface, and as a result hotpots form in certain locations. A331

slight angular shift in the probe positioning, i.e. the probe is not aligned perfectly perpendicular332

with the surface of the phantom may play an additional role. When compared with specular333

reflection uncorrected images, such as images in Figure 5 (a-d) and Figure 8 however, a drastic334

improvement is seen. The final use case of such probes remains the clinic where conditions335

are never ideal. The images in Figure 8 remain indicative of the value of these techniques in336

particular when used on biological tissue.337

Due to tissue optical properties, in the visible to NIR range, tissue can be interrogated at338

greater depth with increasing wavelength. From the phantom images it is clear that there is an339

increase in imaging depth with an increase in wavelength, as was expected. Figures 6 and 7340

demonstrate an ability to image into tissue at depth in particular when using NIR wavelengths.341

These effects are significant and this paper recommends the inclusion of NIR modalities into342

micro camera endoscopy systems. In many cases features of interest present themselves not just343

in plane with the surface. The human body often presents complicated morphology, and therefore344

there exists a clinical requirement to image at some depth, or detect embedded features. The345

removal of specular reflections improves image quality and enables real-time feature detection346

algorithms to detect these in the future. Flexibility in illumination wavelength is additionally347

beneficial for these systems, to interrogate different colour bands, and to allow the combination of348

wavelengths to enhance contrast. This gives clinicians tools to view a scene in the way that best349

suits the particular use case. Quick scanning with white light illumination allows for viewing of350

surface features and morphology assessment. Switching to more specific wavelengths, like the351

NIR to probe at depth, when features or structured of interest present beneath the surface, or352

the blue to examine surface features. Wavelength flexibility also enables viewing of particular353

bio-markers sensitive to certain wavelengths. This can also be extended to additional imaging354

modalities such as diffuse reflectance spectroscopy applications.355

This system lays the groundwork to provide clinicians with diffuse images, where acquisition is356

quick and simple, and the input wavelengths can be carefully controlled. A platform is presented357

that is adaptable to 3-7 Fr applications using the fibre illumination and micro camera. Examples358

where this system can provide an addition to the current workflow including in tissue conserving359

surgeries to ensure that the resections margins are tumour free, as a tool in peripheral lung360

applications to ensure image quality, or as a tool in imaging of vulnerable plaque in cardiovascular361

medicine. However, such a probe should include multiple modalities to provide an enhanced362



image that goes beyond simple image guidance. It would also vary in dimensions depending363

on the use case. Future work should therefore include adapting the probe into a multi modal364

system that is capable of diffuse reflectance spectroscopy as well as image guidance, with the365

ability to co-locate features detected with different modalities. Work is also being carried out on366

integrating image processing with high dynamic range and multi spectral imaging to highlight367

areas of interest for the clinician.368

As medicine takes more and more steps towards minimally invasive approaches it is expected369

that the demand for such techniques increase. Rapid acquisition and real-time feedback for370

clinical use will become a standard. The techniques demonstrated in this paper are not uncommon371

in larger dimensions, e.g. in professional photography; but the challenge lies in the development372

of small footprint systems that can find their place in a clinical environment. For clinical373

applications a generalized probe for use in clinical settings has not yet been introduced. For374

example, imaging probes would be valuable in outward clinics in providing general practitioners375

or dermatologists detailed visualization of small skin abnormalities, resulting in more accurate376

diagnosis and treatment. Additionally, imaging probes can be extensions for surgeons in assessing377

tumours or lesions during surgical procedures. To optimize clinical use, direct and non-invasive378

assessment with real-time feedback is essential. Moreover, the probe and system should be easy379

to use, in order to minimize the need for technical assistance. This paper has miniaturised such a380

system into a 10.0 mm handheld portable footprint. The techniques presented lend themselves to381

being further miniaturised, with ongoing work being able to achieve a footprint of 4.0 mm. Work382

is also ongoing to develop robust sterilizable systems suitable for use in operating theatres.383

Future work will involve optimising this technology to meet clinical needs in particular clinical384

applications, providing valuable information to clinicians which was previously unavailable. This385

includes further miniaturisation if necessary, in combination with image processing and feature386

recognition software to improve output images, and inclusion of diffuse reflectance imaging387

modes. The current system is built to support these modalities. Consideration should also be388

given to improving image quality by using monochrome cameras instead of RGB cameras, and389

further exploration of sequential illumination is necessary. Most importantly, all of this work390

should be performed with the clinical requirements in mind. This means in close collaboration391

with clinicians, with the systems being used in a clinical environment.392

5. Conclusions393

Surface reflections are often undesirable and make it difficult to determine with certainty if a394

feature is present in the image or not, as well as complicating the determination of sub-surface395

tissue structures. This can cause erroneous results in human and machine analysis, and is396

not desirable in clinical care, where quick representation of important data is critical. Two397

handheld systems of the same footprint, capable of producing specular reflection reduced images398

of tissue using two different techniques, have been presented in this paper. These probes399

use micro-camera technology, which provides a flexible imaging platform and is an emerging400

technology in surgical settings. The design is handheld and portable to easily fit into clinical401

workflow, as well as miniaturisable. To remove undesirable specular reflections two techniques402

are implemented. One, the integration of cross polarisation using diced high quality polarisers,403

and two, multi-flash imaging to shift reflections and filter them out algorithmically, in a post404

processing step. The use of these techniques enables the generation of images that are free from405

undesirable surface reflections. Both techniques achieve the goal of removing surface reflections406

on various targets including resected breast specimens, returning more suitable images for visual407

inspection. Advantages and disadvantages of both methods are discussed. Phantom verification408

shows the ability to image features at a depth of up to 2.0 mm with both techniques when using409

NIR illumination. The polarisers show clearer edges of the features upon visual inspection,410

however require more illumination power due to their attenuation. Both techniques are further411



miniaturisable, the multi-flash technique requiring four illumination sources to be integrated,412

bounding the minimum dimensions, and these sources need to be switched on sequentially. The413

multi-flash approach therefore also requires the camera probe to be stationary for a fraction of414

a second, whereas the polarised probe is a solution that works independent of motion. The415

miniaturisation of the cross-polarised approach is dimensionally bounded by the size of the416

polarisation. In the clinical environment the cross-polarised approach is currently preferred.417

In conclusion, two approaches to specular reflection removal for endoscopy are presented. A418

balance must be struck between miniaturisation, acquisition time, interaction with other system419

modalities, and application. While design decisions for endoscopy applications are application420

specific to a high degree, it is shown that specular reflection problems must be considered, and421

flexibility in illumination wavelengths including in the NIR is recommended. Both options422

presented show promise for use in a micro camera platform for examining tissue.423
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